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The thesis is very well-structured and organised.  Theoretical base introduces tools for performing the strategic analysis, which are then 
used properly and mostly in sufficient depth. Practical part offers to readers good overview of how the company works.  It is also easy to 
read and understandable.
The quality level of presented PEST and the 5 forces analysis is very decent. It would be interesting to outline the options of particular 
public contracts in which the company could participate.
I would have some questions regarding the benchmarking. Could author explains how he percieves the difference between "The econimic 
result per employee" and the "Earnings per employee"? There is also not clear, what indicates the "Earnings per whole company in %".  
Does Dr. Popov company has the "cheapest labor force" or simply the best performing one?
In value chain analysis is mentioned the "litttle research among the employees", however I am missing at least brief evidence.
The C) segment (Market developments) of Growth matrix includes the "Production of fitness suplement". Does is correctly belong to this 
segment?
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Perform the strategic analysis of Dr. Popov company and propose the strategy for future growth.
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